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know in thirty years if it has failed or not. Meanwhile, it
would be just as well for all of us—Wet, Dry, or merely
moist—to keep an open mind.
This Rhadamanthine impartiality is not always entirely
easy to retain. No democrat (I use the term in its simpler
European sense, and without reference to the " solid
South ") can be altogether happy under the apparent
inequalities, which are a present feature of the system.
For, without recourse to subterfuge and dubious negotia-
tions with bell-boys or unnamed voices on the telephone,
the stranger will (if he wants drink) get nearly all the drink
he wants. Champagne appears upon the tables of the rich ;
the moderately well-to-do will always offer whisky; and
cocktails will be served in almost every drawing-room,
though they diminish steadily in power as he moves west-
ward. But working-men must go without—or risk the
poisonous decoctions of the " moonshiner/' That, in a
broad view, is a grave injustice, however beneficial to the
working-man. It may be temporary; it may even, for all
that I know, be inevitable. But while the enforcement of
Prohibition remains unequal as between classes, it is not
easy for the democrat to square his ardour for reform with
the broad principles of social justice. " Prohibition for
working-men " is not a rousing cry, though one can under-
stand the attractions which it might hold for large em-
ployers. But something more universal must take its place,
unless we are prepared for the anomaly of a privileged class
with tolerated vices.
That class, indeed, is hardly benefiting by the reform.
Its younger generation, which was to have grown up
entirely innocent of the taste of alcohol and listened without
sympathy or comprehension to the laments of its intem-
perate elders, appears to derive a certain social cachet from
the possession of a hip-flask. This queer utensil even ac-
companies it to dances, where it is shared idyllically with
partners or emptied with a nobler gesture into the common
punch-bowl. (I once heard a host confess that he kept a

